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Abstract
In this paper we bring together some of the key ideas and methods of two very lively fields of
mathematical research, frame theory and optimal transport, using the methods of the second to
answer questions posed in the first. In particular, we construct gradient flows in the Wasserstein
space P2`ǫpRdq for potentials of interest in frame theory.
1 Introduction
1.1 Frames and probabilistic frames
Frames are redundant spanning sets of vectors or functions that can be used to represent signals in
a faithful but nonunique way. This nonuniqueness guarantees that the frame expansion of a signal
may be more stable and robust to noise-induced errors than its expansion in any orthonormal basis.
In finite-dimensional settings, because frames provide an intuitive framework for describing and
solving problems in coding theory, analog-to-digital quantization theory, sparse representation, and
compressive sensing, they have proven useful in signal processing applications. A set Φ “ tϕiuNi“1 Ă
R
d is a frame if and only if there exist frame bounds 0 ă A ď B ă 8 such that
@x P R, A‖x‖2 ď
Nÿ
i“1
xx , ϕi y2 ď B‖x‖2.
Tight frames, that is frames for which A “ B in the above definition, are of particular interest
because they have a basis-like reconstruction property that is useful in applications—they are self-
dual up to a constant. Finite tight frames are the projection of an orthonormal basis onto a
lower-dimensional space [4, 14]; consequently, in principle, it is easy to construct a tight frame.
However, there are subclasses of tight frames, such as finite unit-norm tight frames (FUNTFs)
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and equal-norm Parseval frames, equiangular tight frames, and Grassmannian frames, which are
desirable from a coding theory perspective, but which are not always so simple to construct.
Indeed, a number of methods of building tight frames exist for specific applications [10]. Of
particular interest are FUNTFs, which are tight frames all of whose elements have norm one. In
[3], Benedetto and Fickus show that FUNTFs are minimizers of a functional related to this equidis-
tribution problem called the frame potential. In [17, 25], it is shown that the minimizers of another
functional called the p-frame potential are precisely the equiangular FUNTFs, those for which the
mutual coherence between distinct frame elements is constant. While algebraic approaches exist for
the construction of FUNTFs, such as those outlined in [7, 11, 12], the existence of the potentials
mentioned above suggests that variational methods for construction of tight frames and FUNTFs
might complement these methods. Furthermore, these methods would allow us to “traverse” the
set of frames in a continuous manner in order to find approximations to tight frames.
Moreover, there are more questions to answer than simply how to construct classes of tight
frames. For instance, Parseval frames are tight frames for which the frame constant is one, and
equal-norm Parseval frames, when used to encode and decode a signal, are optimally robust to one
erasure [5]. The Paulsen problem asks the distance to the closest equal-norm Parseval frame from
a given almost-equal norm, almost-Parseval frame:
Given a frame Φ “ tϕiuNi“1 Ă Rd and ǫ ą 0, Φ is ǫ-almost unit norm if
‖ϕi‖ P p1´ ǫ, 1` ǫq @i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu
and ǫ-almost tight if, with SΦ “
řN
i“1 ϕiϕ
J
i ,
p1´ ǫqA ď SΦ ď p1` ǫqA
in the operator sense for some A ą 0. Then, given δ ą 0, N , and d, we want to find the largest
ǫ ą 0 such that whenever Φ “ tϕiuNi“1 is ǫ-almost tight and ǫ-almost unit norm, there is a FUNTF
Ψ “ tψiuNi“1 such that
distpΦ,Ψq :“
Nÿ
i“1
‖ϕi ´ ψi‖2 ď ǫ2.
.
This is a question that constructions a` la [7] may not be able to answer. In [11, 5], Bodmann
and Casazza and Fickus, Mixon, and Casazza give two distinct differential calculus approaches
to answering it. There are multiple approaches to this two-sided problem: identifying the closest
FUNTF and calculating a minimum distance to that FUNTF. In [5], the approach is to start with a
tight frame which is almost unit-norm and to solve a system of ODEs based on a quantity termed the
“frame energy.” The solution maintains the tightness of the starting frame and solves the Paulsen
problem in the case that the number of frame vectors and the dimension of the space are relatively
prime (RP). In [11], an alternate approach is taken; the starting frame is assumed to be unit-norm,
and a discretized gradient descent for the frame potential of [3] is constructed which maintains the
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norm of the frame vectors while pushing the frame toward a tight frame. In [11], the authors can
guarantee linear convergence of their method to a FUNTF provided that either the RP condition
holds or that the frames along the descent are not almost orthogonally partitionable. In [4], the
authors considered a related frame optimization problem based on minimizing a potential tied to
the probability of error in quantum detection. To do so, they constructed a flow over the set of
orthonormal bases in a higher-dimensional space which converged to a minimum for this quantity
and then used Naimark’s theorem to obtain a tight frame from this solution. Thus, the idea of
using differential calculus to find useful frames, which we employ, is not new. However, the setting
of probabilistic frames in the Wasserstein space will allow the construction of much more general
gradient flows for frame potentials because of the sophisticated machinery which has been developed
for this space.
1.2 Probabilistic frames and the Wasserstein space
Developed in a series of papers [16, 17, 15, 24], probabilistic frames generalize finite frames. In the
simplest example, each finite frame can be used to build a probabilistic frame. Taking Φ above, let
tαiuNi“1 be a set of positive real numbers satisfying
řN
i“1 αi “ 1. Then the canonical α-weighted
probabilistic frame for Φ is µΦ,α given by
dµΦ,αpxq “
Nÿ
i“1
αiδϕipxq.
More generally, a probabilistic frame µ for Rd is a probability measure on Rd for which there exist
constants 0 ă A ď B ă 8 such that for all x P Rd,
A‖x‖2 ď
ż
Rd
xx , y y2dµpyq ď B‖x‖2.
This amounts to a restriction on the covariance of the probability measure.
A natural realm in which to explore probabilistic frames and flows thereof is that of optimal
transport theory, an area going back to the work of Monge in the 1780s. For probabilistic frames,
we consider the space of probability measures with finite second moments, or, more generally, with
finite p-th moments, PppRdq:
Mpp pµq :“
ż
Rd
‖x‖pdµpxq ă 8.
Define the support of a probability measure µ on Rd as the set:
supppµq :“
!
x P Rd s.t. for all open sets Ux containing x, µpUxq ą 0
)
.
By [16, Theorem 5], µ is a probabilistic frame if and only if it has finite second moment and the
linear span of its support is Rd. This characterization can be restated in terms of the probabilistic
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frame operator for µ, Sµ, which for all y P Rd satisfies:
Sµy “
ż
Rd
xx , y yx dµpxq.
Equating Sµ with its matrix representation
ş
Rd
xxJdµpxq, the requirement that the support of µ
span Rd is equivalent to this matrix’s being positive definite.
This way of viewing probabilistic frames leads us naturally to the Wasserstein space of prob-
ability measures with finite second moment, P2pRdq, a metric space with distance defined by an
optimal transport problem. The (p-)Wasserstein distance, Wp between two probability measures µ
and ν on Rd is:
W pp pµ, νq :“ inf
γ
$’&
’%
ĳ
RdˆRd
‖x´ y‖pdγpx, yq : γ P Γpµ, νq
,/.
/- ,
where Γpµ, νq is the set of all joint probability measures γ on RdˆRd such that for all A,B P BpRdq,
γpAˆRdq “ µpAq and γpRdˆBq “ νpBq. One may also write this in terms of projection mappings
as π1#γ “ µ and π2#γ “ ν.
The Monge-Kantorovich optimal transport problem is the search for the set of joint measures
which induce the infimum; any such joint distribution is called an optimal transport plan. In the
quadratic case, when µ and ν do not assign positive measure to isolated points, then
W 22 pµ, νq :“ inf
T
$’&
’%
ĳ
RdˆRd
‖x´ T pxq‖2dµpxq : T#µ “ ν
,/.
/- ,
where T is a deterministic transport map (or deterministic coupling): i.e., for all ν-integrable
functions φ, ż
Rd
φpyqdνpyq “
ż
Rd
φpT pxqqdµpxq.
Equipped with the p-Wasserstein distance, PppRd,Wpq is a complete, separable metric (“Polish”)
space. In fact the set of measures with discrete, finite support is dense in PppRdq (c.f.,[13]). Conver-
gence in PppRdq is the usual weak convergence of probability measures, combined with convergence
of the second moments. Alternatively, enlarging the set of allowable test functions, a sequence of
measures tµnu Ă PppRdq is said to converge weakly in PppRd,Wpq to µ P PppRdq if for all continuous
functions φ with
|φpxq| ď Cp1` ‖x´ x0‖pq,
for some C ą 0 and some x0 P Rd,ż
Rd
φpxqdµnpxq Ñ
ż
Rd
φpxqdµpxq.
On this space, there is a well-developed calculus based on the transport equation which allows
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for the construction of gradient flows. The connection between the transport equation and the
2-Wasserstein distance has been studied for years ([1, 6, 20, 18]). Indeed, as noted in [2], in
Monge’s original problem ([23]), there was already an implicit continuum mechanics formulation,
and what is now considered Monge’s problem is the result of a clever elimination of the time
variable. Reintroducing the time variable, as in [2], allows one to use methods from numerical
PDEs to find solutions to the Monge-Kantorovich problem. However, this reintroduction of the
time variable has much larger implications because the space P2pRdq is a Polish space. As a result,
much effort has gone into developing a rich theory of gradient flows on the p-Wasserstein spaces,
with weak solutions to flows based on the theory of p-absolutely continuous curves (e.g. [1, 19]).
Tangent spaces can be defined, and with them a formal calculus. Many PDEs can be reformulated
as energy minimization problems in these spaces (e.g., [8, 21]). For our purposes, the technical basis
for weak solutions provided by [1] will be enough, although we will refer to intuitions and certain
reformulations provided by [19]. In particular, of the four approaches given in [1] for establishing
the well-posedness of a minimization problem in the Wasserstein spaces, we lead the reader through
the one best suited to our potential. This foundation is outlined in brief in the Appendix. For
specialists in optimal transport, the Appendix will likely prove unnecessary, but we include it to
make the paper self-contained and to make it accessible for those coming from the frame community.
We refer to [1] and [28] for a thorough and more general view of the field.
1.3 Outline of the paper
This paper establishes the well-posedness of the problem of minimizing an energy that we term the
tightness potential (related to the frame potential) over the space PppRdq, p ą 2. This quantity is
introduced in sections 2.1 through 2.3. Section 2.4 establishes the characteristics of this potential
needed to show the well-posedness of this problem, according to the criteria laid out in [1, Section
11.3.1], given in brief in the Appendix. The main result can be found in section 2.5, Theorem
12, namely that gradient flows exist for a potential measuring the tightness of a frame for which
an approximating subsequence can be constructed via a variational scheme, and which satisfies an
energy inequality. Finally, section 3 discusses extensions to higher-order frame potentials that are
of interest to the frame community.
2 Gradient descent for Probabilistic Frame Potentials
2.1 The frame potential
It is natural to begin the discussion of frame forces with the frame potential for finite frames and
the analogous quantity for probabilistic frames. The probabilistic frame potential for a probabilistic
frame µ is given by
PFP pµq “
ĳ
RdˆRd
xx , y y2dµpxqdµpyq (1)
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As a special case, we define the frame potential for a finite frame, Φ “ tϕiuNi“1 Ă Rd, by
FP pΦq “
Nÿ
i,j“1
xϕi , ϕj y2 “ N2PFP pµΦq (2)
The frame potential is a well-studied object. In their celebrated paper on finite unit-norm tight
frames (FUNTFs), Benedetto and Fickus establish that, among all unit-norm frames, FUNTFs are
the minimizers of equation 2 [3]. Because FUNTFs (and tight frames in general) have a multitude of
uses in pure mathematics, statistics, and coding theory, this consequently made the frame potential
a very useful quantity. The frame potential and related potentials are also studied in the context
of spherical t-designs [26].
In what follows, we explore several functionals on the space P2pRdq related to questions in frame
theory, starting with the probabilistic frame potential. For equal-norm frames restricted to spheres,
this potential is sufficient to identify tightness. For more general probabilistic frames, we tweak this
to a quantity we term the tightness potential. We also explore higher-order potentials related to
other classes of tight frames.
2.2 Locating tight probabilistic frames
Some further analysis is needed before using the frame potential to find probabilistic tight frames.
In the following propositions and lemmas, we narrow our search space, establish a lower bound on
how close the nearest probabilistic tight frame can be. We also show that, as in the finite case, the
frame potential is indeed a crucial quantity in constructing gradient flows that will lead us to tight
probabilistic frames. In fact, for a given probabilistic frame µ, we have control on the spectrum of
the frame operators of the measures nearby in P2pRdq, as seen in the next result.
Proposition 1. Suppose tνnu is a sequence converging to µ in PppRdq, p ě 2, where µ is a proba-
bilistic frame.
a Then there exists some positive constant Cµ such that ‖Sνn´Sµ‖ ď CµWppµ, νnq. In particular,
convergence of a sequence of measures in the Wasserstein space implies the convergence of their
frame operators. That is, the map µ ÞÑ Sµ is continuous.
b Moreover, if µ is a probabilistic frame, there exists N sufficiently large such that @n ě N, νn
is also a probabilistic frame.
Proof. Let tνnu and µ be as above, and let Sνn , Sµ denote the matrix representations of their
respective frame operators which exist since the measures in question are in P2pRdq. Since νn ÝÑ µ
in P2pRdq, for n sufficiently large, M2pνnq ď
?
2M2pµq. Then, for any γn P Γpνn, µq,
‖Sνn ´ Sµ‖ “ max
vPSd´1
vJpSνn ´ Sµqv “ max
vPSd´1
ĳ
RdˆRd
pxx , v y2 ´ xy , v y2qdγnpx, yq
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“ max
vPSd´1
ĳ
RdˆRd
xv , x´ y yxx` y , v ydγnpx, yq
ď max
vPSd´1
¨
˚˝ ĳ
RdˆRd
xv , x´ y y2dγnpx, yq
˛
‹‚
1
2
¨
¨
˚˝ ĳ
RdˆRd
xv , x` y y2dγnpx, yq
˛
‹‚
1
2
ď
¨
˚˝ ĳ
RdˆRd
‖x´ y‖2dγnpx, yq
˛
‹‚
1
2
¨
¨
˚˝ ĳ
RdˆRd
‖x` y‖2dγnpx, yq
˛
‹‚
1
2
ď
?
2C2,γnpµ, νnq
¨
˚˝ ĳ
RdˆRd
‖x‖2 ` ‖y‖2dγnpx, yq
˛
‹‚
1
2
ď
?
2Cp,γnpµ, νnq ¨
?
3M2pµq
where Cp,γn is the pseudo-distance defined in Equation 13 and the last inequality holds for n
sufficiently large. In particular, if we choose γn P Γ0pνn, µq, then for n sufficiently large,
‖Sνn ´ Sµ‖ ď
?
6Wppµ, νnq ¨M2pµq (3)
This control on the spectrum of the frame operator allows us to prove part (b).
Let the eigenvalues of Sνn be given by λ1pSνnq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λdpSνnq. Then
λ1pSµq “ min
vPSd´1
xv , Sµv y
“ min
vPSd´1
pxv , Sµv y ´ xv , Sνnv y ` xv , Sνnv yq
ď xx , Sµx y ´ xx , Sνnx y ` xx , Sνnx y @x P Sd´1
ď max
vPSd´1
pxv , Sµv y ´ xv , Sνnv yq ` xx , Sνnx y @x P Sd´1
“ λdpSµ ´ Sνnq ` xx , Sνnx y @x P Sd´1
Since the last statement above holds for all x in Sd´1, it holds in particular for
x˚ :“ argminxPSd´1xx , Sνnx y. Hence
λ1pSµq ď λdpSµ ´ Sνnq ` λ1pSνnq.
Therefore, since by definition
|λdpSµ ´ Sνnq| ď ‖Sµ ´ Sνn‖Ñ 0
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as νn Ñ µ in PppRdq, given α P p0, 1q, we can choose N such that @n ě N,
|λdpSµ ´ Sνnq| ă α ¨ λ1pSµq,
and for such n,
λ1pSνnq ą p1´ αqλ1pSµq ą 0.
As one might expect, given a probabilistic frame µ, this control also allows us to obtain a lower
limit on the distance in PppRdq to the nearest tight frame.
Proposition 2. Suppose µ is a probabilistic frame for Rd which is not tight. Let
δ :“ pλdpµq ´ λ1pµqq P p0, λdpµqq.
Then for any tight frame ν, W2pµ, νq ě δ4pM2pµq`M2pνqq .
Proof. From Proposition 1, we know that measures close to µ in P2pRdq will have frame operators
whose spectra are close to that of the frame operator of µ. Let ν be a tight frame with frame
constant A :“ M22 pνq
d
. Then
max
k
|λkpµq ´ λkpνq| “ maxt|λ1pµq ´A|, |λdpµq ´A|u ě δ
2
. (4)
Moreover, for any k P t1, ..., du, |λkpµq ´ λkpνq| ď ‖Sν ´ Sµ‖. Therefore, since from the proof of
Lemma 1 we know that for any γ P Γ0pµ, νq,
‖Sν ´ Sµ‖ ď
?
2W2pµ, νq ¨
¨
˚˝ ĳ
RdˆRd
‖x‖2 ` ‖y‖2dγpx, yq
˛
‹‚
1
2
ď 2W2pµ, νq ¨ pM2pµq `M2pνqq ,
it follows from (4) that W2pµ, νq ě δ4pM2pµq`M2pνqq .
We remark that if
supppµq Ă tx P Rd : p1´ ǫq ď ‖x‖ ď p1` ǫqu
and
@k P t1, ..., du, pM
2
2 pµq
d
´ ǫq ď λkpµq ď pM
2
2 pµq
d
` ǫq,
then the lower bound on the 2-Wasserstein distance to the nearest probabilistic tight frame ν
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supported on Sd´1 can be pushed correspondingly small:
λdpµq ´ λ1pµq
4pM2pµq `M2pνqq ď
2ǫ
4pp1 ´ ǫq ` 1q “
ǫ
3´ 2ǫ .
It should be noted that the identification of tight frames with minimizers of the frame potential
holds also in the case of probabilistic frames. To that end, we rederive a version of [15, Theorem
4.2] in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. Let µ be a measure in PppRdq, p ě 2. The following bound holds for the probabilistic
frame potential: PFP pµq ě M42 pµq
d
.
Remark 4. Clearly, minimizers exist. In particular, if µ is a tight probabilistic frame, then equality
holds in the above claim, since the frame bound of a probabilistic tight frame µ is precisely
M2
2
pµq
d
,
and
PFP pµq “
ĳ
RdˆRd
xx , y y2dµpxqdµpyq “
ż
Rd
xSµy , y ydµpyq
“
ż
Rd
M22 pµq
d
‖y‖2dµpyq “ M
4
2 pµq
d
Moreover, we can broaden the above result to assert the following:
Theorem 5. Given a measure µ P PppRdq, p ě 2, such that µ ‰ δt0u, PFP pµq “ M
4
2
pµq
d
if and only
if µ is a tight probabilistic frame.
Proof. Again, if µ is a tight probabilistic frame, then the equality clearly holds. Suppose that µ is
not tight. Then the eigenvalues of Sµ are λ1 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě λd with λ1 ą M
2
2
pµq
d
ą λd with a corresponding
orthonormal basis of eigenvectors tviudi“1 for Rd. Then
PFP pµq “
ĳ
xx , y y2dµpxqdµpyq “
ż
xy , Sµy ydµpyq “
ż
xy ,
dÿ
i“1
λiviv
J
i y ydµpyq
“
dÿ
i“1
λi
ż
xvi , y y2dµpyq “
dÿ
i“1
λixvi , Sµvi y “
dÿ
i“1
λ2i
But, by Ho¨lder,
dÿ
i“1
λ2i ě
1
d
˜
dÿ
i“1
λi
¸2
“ M
4
2 pµq
d
with equality if and only if λ1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λd, that is, if and only if µ is tight.
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2.3 The tightness potential
With Lemma 3 and Theorem 5 established, the tightness potential is now ready to be defined. For
µ P PppRdq, p ě 2, the tightness potential TP pµq is given by
TP pµq “ PFP pµq ´ M
4
2 pµq
d
(5)
“
ĳ
RdˆRd
«
xx , y y2 ´ ‖x‖
2‖y‖2
d
ff
dµpxqdµpyq (6)
A related object is the tightness operator Tµ : R
d Ñ Rd by
Tµpxq :“
ż
Rd
„
xx , y yy ´ 1
d
‖y‖2x

dµpyq “ Sµx´ M
2
2 pµq
d
x.
We immediately obtain:
Proposition 6. For a measure µ P PppRdq, p ě 2, ‖Tµ‖ ď pTP pµqq 12 . Moreover, the tightness
potential is zero if and only if µ is tight or µ “ δt0u.
Proof. Given µ P PppRdq, let 0 ď λ1 ď λ2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λd be the eigenvalues of Sµ. Noting that
M22 pµq “
dř
i“1
λi, we have the following equivalence for the tightness potential:
TP pµq “
ĳ
xx , y y2 ´ 1
d
‖x‖2‖y‖2dµpxqdµpyq
“ TrpS2µq ´
1
d
M42 pµq
“
dÿ
i“1
λ2i ´
1
d
˜
dÿ
i“1
λi
¸2
“ 1
d
dÿ
i“1
ÿ
jąi
pλi ´ λjq2
Now, ‖Tµ‖ “ maxtλd ´ 1d
ř
λi,
1
d
ř
λi ´ λ1u. Without loss of generality, let ‖Tµ‖ “ λd ´ 1d
ř
λi.
Then, by Cauchy’s inequality, noting that λk ´ λj ě 0 if k ą j,
p1
d
dÿ
i“1
ÿ
jąi
pλj ´ λiq2q
1
2 ě 1
d
dÿ
i“1
ÿ
jąi
pλj ´ λiq
“ 1
d
rpd´ 1qλd ´
ÿ
jăd
λj `
ÿ
kąd
ÿ
jăk
pλk ´ λjq
ě λd ´ 1
d
dÿ
j“1
λj
From the above, we see that TP pµq ě ‖Tµ‖2, with equality if and only if λi “ λj @i, j.
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Clearly, if µ is a tight probabilistic frame, then TP pµq “ 0. If µ is not tight and µ ‰ δt0u, then
‖Tµ‖
2 ą 0, so that by the above, TP pµq ą 0.
2.4 Construction of gradient flows for the tightness potential
Most approaches to establishing the well-posedness of a gradient flow for a particular potential use
the convexity or λ-convexity of the functional, if it can be established. A function W on Rd ˆ Rd
is said to be λ-convex for some λ P R if the function px, yq ÞÑ W px, yq ´ λ
2
p‖x‖2 ` ‖y‖2q is convex.
For instance, the authors of [9] consider a class of potentials W : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ R describing the
interaction of two particles of unit mass at positions x and y by the valueW px, yq. The total energy
of a distribution under this potential is then given by the functional
Wrµs :“ 1
2
ż
RdˆRd
W px, yqdµpxqdµpyq (7)
They assume the λ-convexity of the functional, however. While the tightness potential has a similar
form it is not λ-convex on P2pRdq.
Because we cannot use λ-convexity, we employ the minimizing movement scheme and related
existence result for regular measures to construct gradient flows for the tightness potential [1]. For
this approach, we establish a few facts about the frame and tightness potentials. The first key result
is the differentiability of the tightness potential.
Theorem 7. The tightness potential is strongly differentiable on PppRdq for p ě 2, and the coupling
pι, 4Tµq is its strong Fre`chet subdifferential.
Proof. Given µ P P2pRdq, take γ “ pι, 4Tµq#µ. Then by Propositions 9 and 8 (proven below), γ
clearly satisfies Equation (12) in the Appendix.
Proposition 8. The square of the second moment M22 pµq :“
ş
Rd
‖x‖2dµpxq is a strongly differ-
entiable function on PppRdq for p ě 2. Furthermore, any even power of the second moment is a
strongly differentiable function on PppRdq.
Proof. Take µ in PppRdq. Consider γ “ pι, 2Iq#µ P Pp,qpRd ˆ Rdq for q “ p´1p . Given some ν in
PppRdq, take any β P Γpγ, νq. Then
M22 pνq ´M22 pµq “
ż
Rd
‖z‖2dνpzq ´
ż
Rd
‖x‖2dµpxq
“
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
‖z‖2 ´ ‖x‖2dβpx, y, zq
“
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
xz ´ x , z ` x ydβpx, y, zq
“
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
xy , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq `
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
‖x´ z‖2dβpx, y, zq
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Therefore, M22 pνq´M22 pµq “
ţ
RdˆRdˆRdxy , z´x ydβpx, y, zq` opCp,βpµ, νqq for ν sufficiently close
to µ, since Cp,βpµ, νq ě C2,βpµ, νq. Thus by Definition 20, γ is a strong Fre´chet subdifferential of
the second moment.
To prove the second statement of the theorem, we will proceed by induction. Suppose that
for j P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ku, M2j2 pµq is a differentiable functional with pι, 2jM2pj´1q2 pµqIq#qµ in the strong
Fre`chet subdifferential of the functional at µ. Then, taking γ “ pι, 2kM2pk´1q2 pµqIq#qµ and ν and β
as above:
M2k2 pνq ´M2k2 pµq “M2pk´1q2 pµq
`
M22 pνq ´M22 pµq
˘`M2pνq´M2pk´1q2 pνq ´M2pk´1q2 ¯
“M2pk´1q2 pµq
`
M22 pνq ´M22 pµq
˘`M22 pµq´pM2pk´1q2 pνq ´M2pk´1q2 ¯
` `M22 pνq ´M22 pµq˘ ´M2pk´1q2 pνq ´M2pk´1q2 ¯
“M2pk´1q2 pµq
¨
˚˝ ¡
RdˆRdˆRd
x2x , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq ` opCp,βpµ, νqq
˛
‹‚`
M22 pµq
¨
˚˝pk ´ 1qM2pk´2q2 pµq
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
x2x , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq ` opCp,βpµ, νqq
˛
‹‚`
`
M22 pνq ´M22 pµq
˘ ´
M
2pk´1q
2 pνq ´M2pk´1q2 pµq
¯
“ kM2pk´1q2
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
x2x , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq ` opCp,βpµ, νqq
“
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
xy , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq ` opCp,βpµ, νqq
where we have used the inductive hypothesis for the third to last equality. Hence by Definition 20,
γ is a strong Fre`chet subdifferential.
Proposition 9. The frame potential F pµq :“ ť
RdˆRdxx , y y2dµpxqdµpyq is a strongly differentiable
function on PppRdq for p ě 2.
Proof. Take µ in PppRdq. Consider γ “ pι, 4Sµq#µ P Pp,qpRdˆRdq, q “ p´1p . Given some ν P PppRdq,
take any β P Γpγ, νq. Then:
F pνq ´ F pµq “
ż
Rd
xSνz , z ydνpzq ´
ż
Rd
xSµx , x ydµpxq
“
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
xSνz , z y ´ xy , x y ` 3
4
xy , x y ` xy , z y ´ xy , z ydβpx, y, zq
“
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
xy , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq `
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
xSνz , z y ´ xy , z y ` 3
4
xy , x ydβpx, y, zq
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Then, considering the second term in the preceding line, for ν sufficiently close to µ,
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
xSνz , z y ´ xy , z y ` 3
4
xy , x ydβpx, y, zq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
3xSµx , x y ´ 4xSµx , z y ` xSνz , z ydβpx, y, zq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
xSνpz ´ xq , z ´ x y ` xSµpz ´ xq , z ´ x y
` 2xpSµ ´ Sνqx , x´ z y ` xSνx , x y ´ xSµz , z ydβpx, y, zq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
xSνpz ´ xq , z ´ x y ` xSµpz ´ xq , z ´ x y
` 2xpSµ ´ Sνqx , x´ z ydβpx, y, zq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
¡
RdˆRdˆRd
‖Sν‖‖z ´ x‖2 ` ‖Sµ‖‖z ´ x‖2 ` 2‖pSµ ´ Sνqx‖‖x´ z‖dβpx, y, zq
ď p‖Sν‖` ‖Sµ‖qC22,βpµ, νq ` 2‖Sµ ´ Sν‖ ¨M2pµq ¨ C2,βpµ, νq
ď p‖Sν‖` ‖Sµ‖qC22,βpµ, νq ` 2
?
6M22 pµq ¨ C22,βpµ, νq
ď p‖Sν‖` ‖Sµ‖` 2
?
6M22 pµqq ¨ C2p,βpµ, νq
where the third equality comes from the cancellation of the cross-frame potential, and the second-
to-last inequality comes from the CBS inequality and Proposition 1. Thus by Definition 20, γ is a
strong Fre`chet subdifferential of F pµq on PppRdq.
To prove the next result, the regularity of the tightness potential, standard technical lemmas
about projections and uniformly integrable (U.I.) moments will be needed, which can be found in
the Appendix.
Theorem 10. The tightness potential is a regular functional on PppRdq for p ě 2.
Proof. Let TP denote the tightness potential. Suppose that ηn P Bφpµq is a sequence of strong
subdifferentials of TP for a sequence of measures µn P PppRdq satisfying:
TP pµnq Ñ ϕ P R, µn Ñ µ in PppRdq,
sup
n
|ηn|2,q ă 8, ηn Ñ η in Ppp, qqpRd ˆ Rdq, where q “
p
p´ 1
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where the definitions for the mixed space are given in the Appendix, Equations (10) and (11).
First, we show that TP pµnq Ñ TP pµq. By the differentiability result in Proposition 9, for any
γn P Γpµ, µnq, and in particular for γn P Γ0pµ, µnq,
|TP pµnq ´ TP pµq| “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ĳ
RdˆRd
x4Tµx , y ´ x ydγnpx, yq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ˘ opWppµn, µqq
ď 4‖Tµ‖M2pµqW2pµ, µnq ` opWppµn, µqq
ď 4‖Tµ‖M2pµqWppµ, µnq ` opWppµn, µqq
Thus, as µn Ñ µ in PppRdq, Wppµ, µnq Ñ 0, and TP pµnq Ñ TP pµq. Hence, ϕ “ TP pµq.
Second, we consider the sequence of strong subdifferentials, ηn. Given any µ
0 P PppRdq, we pick
a sequence tνnu P Γ0pηn, µ0q. Then we have for all n P N,
TP pµ0q ´ TP pµnq ě
ĳ
xx2 , x3 ´ x1 ydνnpx1, x2, x3q ` opCp,ηnpµn, µ0qq (8)
Let ν P Γ0pη, µ0q be a limit point of νn in P pRd ˆ Rd ˆ Rdq. (Its existence follows by [1, Lemmas
5.2.2 and 5.1.12].) Then as nÑ8, the left-hand side of Equation (8) converges to TP pµ0q´TP pµq
by our first result.
As for the right-hand side, we write,
¡
xx2 , x3 ´ x1 ydνn “
¡
xx2 , x3 ydπ2,3# νn ´
¡
xx2 , x1 ydπ1,2# νn,
noting that the same decomposition can be done for the integral with respect to ν, the limit point.
And, applying Lemma 24 to π2,3# νn, whose second marginal, µ0 P PppRdq clearly has a [uniformly]
integrable second moment, and to π1,2# νn, whose second marginals, µn are converging in PppRdq and
hence have U.I. second moments, we conclude that
lim
nÑ8
¡
xx2 , x3 ´ x1 ydνn “ lim
nÑ8
ĳ
xx2 , x3 ydπ2,3# νn ´ lim
nÑ8
¡
xx2 , x1 ydπ1,2# νn
“
ĳ
xx2 , x3 ydπ2,3# ν ´
¡
xx2 , x1 ydπ1,2# ν
“
¡
xx2 , x1 ´ x3 ydν
Finally, by the weak narrow lower semicontinuity of Wp in Hilbert spaces (c.f. [1, Lemma 7.1.4]),
Wppµ, µ0q ď lim inf
nÑ8
Wppµ0, µnq
and the fact that
Cp,ηnpµn, µ0q ěWppµn, µ0q,
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we conclude that
TP pµ0q ´ TP pµq ě
ĳ
xx2 , x3 ´ x1 ydνpx1, x2, x3q ` opWppµ, µ0qq,
so that η P BTP pµq.
Moreover, γ :“ pι, 4Tµq#µ is the minimal selection in the strong subdifferential for probability
measures of interest:
Proposition 11. Given µ P PppRdq, where µ is not tight and µ ‰ δ0, for p ě 2, γ :“ pι, 4Tµq#µ
attains the minimum |γ|2,q “ mint|ξ|2,q : ξ P BTP pµqu for q “ p´1p and |BTP |pµq “ 4Tµ is the
minimal selection B0TP pµq in the strong subdifferential.
Proof. Recalling Definition 21, Lemma 27, and the definition given in Equation(11), since TP is
regular, it is sufficient to show that
|γ|2,q “ |BTP |pµq. It is clear by definition of subdifferentiability that |γ|2,q ě |BTP |pµq. Now, letting
gtpxq “ x` βtTµx, where β “ p
ş
‖Tµx‖
qdµpxqq
1
q
pş‖Tµx‖2dµpxqq , and αt P Γpµ, pgtq#µq,
|BTP |pµq “ lim sup
Wppµ,νqÑ0
pTP pµq ´ TP pνqq`
Wppµ, νq
ě lim
tÑ0
pTP pµq ´ TP ppgtq#µqq`
Wppµ, pgtq#µq
ě lim
tÑ0
TP pµq ´ TP ppgtq#µq
Cp,αtpµ, pgtq#µq
“ lim
tÑ0
ť
RdˆRdx4Tµx , y ´ x ydαtpx, yq ` opCp,αtpµ, pgtq#µqq
Cp,αtpµ, pgtq#µq
“ lim
tÑ0
1
t
ĳ
RdˆRd
x4Tµx , y ´ x ydαtpx, yq
“
ż
Rd
x4Tµx , βTµx ydµpxq
“ |γ|2,q
since Cp,αpµ, pgtq#µq “ t, and limtÑ0 opCp,αt pµ,pgtq#µqqCp,αt pµ,pgtq#µq “ 0.
We note that β is well-defined under the hypothesis, since if µ ‰ δ0 and µ is not tight, then
TP pµq “ şxx , Tµx ydµpxq ‰ 0, and therefore Tµx cannot vanish on sptpµq.
2.5 Well-posedness of the minimization problem
Because the standard machinery of λ-convexity does not apply for our potential, we establish the
well-posedness of the problem of constructing gradient flows for the tightness potential following
the approach of [1, Chapter 11.3], using in particular Lemma 28 given in the Appendix. This
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machinery does not provide a proof of uniqueness, which a priori seems natural, since, given a
nontight probabilistic frame, there are a multitude of tight probabilistic frames outside a ball of the
radius established in Proposition 2.
First, we state our main result:
Theorem 12. Gradient flows exist for the tightness potential on P2`ǫpRdq Ă P2pRdq for any ǫ ą 0,
i.e. for every initial datum µ0 P P2`ǫpRdq, each sequence of discrete solutions M τk of the variational
scheme admits a subsequence such that
1. M τkptq narrowly converges in P pRdq to µt locally uniformly in r0,8q, with
µt P AC2`ǫloc pr0,8q;P2`ǫpRdqq.
2. µt is a solution of the gradient flow equation
j2`epvtq “ |vt|ǫvt “ ´B0TP pµtq, ‖vt‖L2`ǫpµt;Rdq “ |µ
1 |ptq, for a.e. t ą 0
with µt Ñ µ0 as t Ó 0, where vtpxq “ ´4Tµtpxq is the tangent vector to the curve µt.
3. The energy inequality
ż b
a
ż
Rd
|vtpxq|2`ǫdµtpxqdt` TP pµbq ď TP pµaq
holds for every b P r0,8q an a P r0, bqzN , where N is a L1-negligible subset of p0,8q.
Proof. This will follow from Proposition 13 and Theorem 10 by Lemma 28, with Proposition 11
providing the identification of the minimal selection with the barycenter 4Tµx (as defined in Lemma
27).
To begin, recall the definiton of the sublevel sets of a functional φ : PppRdq Ñ R :
Σmpφq :“ tµ P PppRdq : φpµq ď m, Mpp pµq ď mu.
Then we prove the last pillar necessary to establish the above result.
Proposition 13. The sublevels of the tightness potential are compact in PppRdq, p ą 2, with respect
to the narrow convergence.
Proof. Suppose that tµnu is a sequence in ΣmpTP q. Let p “ 2` ǫ. Since the sublevels of
fpxq “ ‖x‖p are compact in Rd and supνPΣm
ş
‖x‖pdνpxq ď m ă 8, ΣmpTP q is tight ([1, Remark
5.1.5]), and therefore by Prokhorov’s theorem, it is precompact for the narrow convergence. There-
fore, there exists a subsequence µnk converging weakly to some µ in P pRdq. It remains to show that
µ P ΣmpTP q.
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For R P N, define ηR : Rd Ñ r0, 1s such that ηR P C8c pRdq with
ηRpxq “
$&
%1 if ‖x‖ ď R0 if ‖x‖ ě R` 1 .
Let fRpxq “ ηRpxq‖x‖p. Now, fR is an acceptable test function for the narrow convergence, so
@R P N,
lim
kÑ8
ż
Rd
fRpxqdµnkpxq “
ż
Rd
fRpxqdµpxq.
Since for all k, ż
Rd
fRpxqdµnkpxq ď m,
it follows that for all R,
lim
kÑ8
ż
Rd
fRpxqdµnkpxq “
ż
Rd
fRpxqdµpxq ď m.
Then, since tfRpxqu is a nonnegative sequence of measurable functions converging to fpxq “ ‖x‖p,
by Fatou, ż
Rd
‖x‖pdµpxq ď lim inf
R
ż
Rd
fRpxqdµpxq ď m.
Thus Mpp pµq ď m.
Next, we note that for any ν P Σm:
M22 pνq “
ż
‖x‖2dνpxq ď
ˆż
‖x‖2`ǫdνpxq
˙ 2
2`ǫ
ď m2
by Lyapunov’s inequality, and moreover that, by “extra integrability,” Σm has U.I. second moments,
i.e., for all ν P Σm, given β ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 such that for any set E with νpEq ă δ,ş
E
‖x‖2dνpxq ă β.
Similarly, the function hpx, yq “ ‖x‖2‖y‖2 is U.I. with respect to ΣmˆΣm since
ť |hpx, yq|1` ǫ2 dνpxqˆ
dνpyq ă m 42`ǫ for all ν P Σm. Now define g : Rd ˆ Rd Ñ R by
gpx, yq “ xx , y y2 ´ 1
d
‖x‖2‖y‖2.
For all px, yq,
|gpx, yq| ď d` 1
d
‖x‖2‖y‖2 “ d` 1
d
hpx, yq.
By an argument similar to the above, gpx, yq is integrable with respect to µ ˆ µ in addition to
U.I. with respect to µnk ˆ µnk . Therefore by [1][Lemma 5.1.7], TP pµnkq Ñ TP pµq ď m, so that
µ P ΣmpTP q.
Given a probabilistic frame µ0 P P2`ǫpRdq, by Theorem 12, there exists a flow φt such that
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φ0pxq “ x and
Btφtpxq “ |vtpφtpxqq|ǫvtpφtpxqq “ ´4Tµtφtpxq|4Tµtφtpxq|ǫ,
and µt “ pφtq#µ0 is a solution to the continuity equation with
ż b
a
ż
Rd
|vtpxq|2`ǫdµtpxqdt` TP pµbq ď TP pµaq
for every b P r0,8q an a P r0, bqzN , where N is a L1-negligible subset of p0,8q. Therefore, as long
as the integrand of first term in the preceding inequality is a.e. nonzero with respect to µt, then
for any t P ra, bs, the tightness potential is strictly decreasing on that interval. Since Tµt is nonzero
unless µt is tight or zero, the tightness potenial will decrease until µt is tight unless φt ” 0 on the
support of µt for some t P ra, bs, i.e., unless there is some “singularity” in the path.
3 The Fourth and Higher Potentials
Probabilistic p-frames are those probability measures on Rd for which there exist 0 ă A ď B ă 0
such that for all y P Rd,
A‖y‖p ď
ż
Rd
|xx , y y|pdµpxq ď B‖y‖p.
In addition to the frame potential, other higher-order potentials which are only defined on PppRdq, p ą
2, are of interest in connection to these probabilistic frames. For example, for µ P PppRdq and
p P p0,8s, we can define the p-frame potential, PFPppµq by
PFPppµq “
ĳ
RdˆRd
|xx , y y|pdµpxqdµpyq.
It is a key result of [17] that the minimizers of this potential among probabilistic frames supported
on Sd´1 are precisely the probabilistic tight p-frames: those probabilistic p-frames for which A “ B
in the inequality above.
In this case, the Otto calculus which we have used above can be extended to PppRdq, the
Wasserstein space of order p. There is a similar notion of subdifferential in this space, although the
construction of gradient flows is a bit more involved.
With Definition 20 from the Appendix, we can show:
Proposition 14. The p-frame potential is a differentiable function in PppRdq for even p ą 2.
Proof. Given µ as above, define gµp pxq :“ 2p
şxx , u yp´1udµpuq. Then, letting γ “ pι, gµp q#µ P
Pp,qpRd ˆ Rdq, q “ p´1p , Given some ν P PppRdq, take any β P Γpγ, νq. Then
PFPppνq ´ PFPppµq
“
¡ ¡
xw , z yp ´ xx , u ypdβpx, y, zqdβpu, v, wq
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“
¡ ¡
pxw ´ u , z ´ x y ` xx ,w ´ u y ` xu , z ´ x y ` xu , x yqp
´ xx , u ypdβpx, y, zqdβpu, v, wq
“
¡ ¡
pxu , z ´ x yxu , x yp´1 ` pxx ,w ´ u yxx , u yp´1dβpx, y, zqdβpu, v, wqlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
A
`
ÿ
tpi,j,k,lqPN4: i`j`k`l“puz
tp0,0,0,pq,p0,1,0,p´1q,p0,0,1,p´1qu
ˆ
p
i, j, k, l
˙¡ ¡
xw ´ u , z ´ x yixx ,w ´ u yjxu , z ´ x ykxu , x ylloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
Bi,j,k,ldβpx,y,zqdβpu,v,wq
“ A`
ÿˆ p
i, j, k, l
˙
Bi,j,k,l
Then
A “
¡ ¡
pxu , z ´ x yxu , x yp´1 ` pxx ,w ´ u yxx , z yp´1dβpx, y, zqdβpu, v, wq
“
¡ ¡
2pxu , z ´ x yxu , x yp´1dβpx, y, zqdβpu, v, wq
“
¡
xgµp pxq , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq “
¡
xy , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq
and, for tpi, j, k, lq P N4 : i` j ` k ` l “ puztp0, 0, 0, pq, p0, 1, 0, p ´ 1q, p0, 0, 1, p ´ 1qu,
|Bi,j,k,l| “
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
¡ ¡
xw ´ u , z ´ x yixx ,w ´ u yjxu , z ´ x ykxu , x yldβpx, y, zqdβpu, v, wq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď
¡ ¡
‖w ´ u‖i`j‖z ´ x‖i`k‖x‖j`l‖u‖k`ldβpx, y, zqdβpu, v, wq
“
¡
‖w ´ u‖i`j‖u‖k`ldβpu, v, wq ¨
¡
‖z ´ x‖i`k‖x‖j`ldβpx, y, zq
ď
ˆ¡
‖w ´ u‖pdβpu, v, wq
˙ i`j
p
ˆ¡
‖u‖pdβpu, v, wq
˙ k`l
p
¨
ˆ¡
‖z ´ x‖pdβpx, y, zq
˙ i`k
p
ˆ¡
‖x‖pdβpx, y, zq
˙ j`l
p
“ Cp,βpµ, νq2i`j`k ¨Mppµqj`k`2l
by generalized Ho¨lder. Therefore
PFPppνq ´ PFPppµq “
¡
xy , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq
`
ÿ
tpi,j,k,lqPN4: i`j`k`l“puz
tp0,0,0,pq,p0,1,0,p´1q,p0,0,1,p´1qu
ˆ
p
i, j, k, l
˙
Cp,βpµ, νq2i`j`k ¨Mppµqj`k`2l
“
¡
xy , z ´ x ydβpx, y, zq ` opCp,βpµ, νq2i`j`kq
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since 2i` j ` k ě 3 for the set of admissible indices, so that PFPp is differentiable in PppRdq.
Proposition 15. The barycenter of the p-th frame potential is continuous in PppRdq.
Proof. Taking µ and ν, probabilistic frames with finite p-th moments, again, we let gµ and gν denote
the respective barycenters of the p-th frame potential at the each measure. Take γ, β as above, with
pπ1, π3q#β P Γ0pµ, νq.
Defining
hspa, b, cq :“ xa , c ys´1 ` xa , c ys´2xb , c y ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xa , c yxb , c ys´2 ` xb , c ys´1.
Then, since for i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p ´ 1u,
1
p
` p´ i
p
` i´ 1
p
“ 1,
we have by generalized Ho¨lder,
|gµp pzq ´ gνp pzq| “
ˇˇˇ
ˇ 2p
¡
xu , z yp´1pu´wq ` pxu , z yp´1 ´ xw , z yp´1qwdβpu, v, wq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ď 2p
ˆ
‖z‖p´1
¡
‖u‖p´1‖u´ w‖dβpu, v, wq `
¡
‖w‖‖u´ w‖|hp´1pu,w, zq|dβpu, v, wq
˙
ď 2p‖z‖p´1
«ˆż
‖u‖pdµpuq
˙ p´1
p
ˆ¡
‖u´w‖pdβpu, v, wq
˙ 1
p
`
¡
‖w‖‖u´ w‖p‖w‖p´2 ` ‖w‖p´3‖u‖` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ‖w‖‖u‖p´3 ` ‖u‖p´2qdβpu, v, wq

“ 2p‖z‖p´1
«
Mp´1p pµqWppµ, νq `
p´1ÿ
i“1
¡
‖w‖p´i‖u‖i´1dβpu, v, wq
ff
ď 2p‖z‖p´1 “Mp´1p pµqWppµ, νq
`
ˆ¡
‖u´ w‖pdβpu, v, wq
˙ 1
p
p´1ÿ
i“1
ˆ¡
‖w‖pdβpu, v, wq
˙ p´i
p
ˆ¡
‖u‖pdβpu, v, wq
˙ i´1
p
ff
“ 2p‖z‖p´1Wppµ, νq
«
Mp´1p pµq `
p´1ÿ
i“1
Mp´ip pνqM i´1p pµq
ff
Noting that by Minkowski, Mkp pνq ď 2kpMppµqk `W kp pµ, νqq, we have control over |gµp pyq ´ gνp pyq|
in terms of the p-th Wasserstein distance.
And, as with the case p “ 2, we have a lower bound, which generalizes the lower bound given
in [17]:
Theorem 16. Let µ be a probabilistic p-frame for Rd for p ě 2 an even number. Then
PFPppµq ě pp´ 1qpp ´ 3q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1pd` p´ 2qpd ` p´ 4q ¨ ¨ ¨ d
ˆż
Rd
‖x‖pdµpxq
˙2
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with equality if and only if µ is tight.
Proof. Let µ be a measure in P2pRdq. Let p “ 2k, k P N. Let
ppyq “
ż
Rd
xx , y ypdµpxq.
Then ppyq is a homogeneous polynomial of degree p in the components of y.
Following [27], we have the following formal constructions for homogeneous polynomials over Rd
of degree p:
1. We can write any homogeneous polynomial fpxq in x as
fpxq “
ÿ
|i|“p
cpiqapiqxpiq,
where i “ pn1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ndq is a d-element multiindex, cpiq “
`
p
n1,¨¨¨ ,nd
˘
, apiq is the coefficient
corresponding to that multiindex, and xpiq is the monomial corresponding to that multiindex,
xpiq “ xn11 ¨ ¨ ¨ xndd .
2. We let ρmα “ pα1x1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αdxdqm.
3. We define an inner product on these homogeneous polynomials: given
fpxq “
ÿ
|i|“p
cpiqapiqxpiq,
gpxq “
ÿ
|i|“p
cpiqbpiqxpiq,
we define
rf, gs “
ÿ
|i|“p
cpiqapiqbpiq.
The fact that this is an inner product on this space is validated in [27].
Consider now the following construction. For any constant A,
rppyq ´A‖y‖p, ppyq ´A‖y‖ps ě 0, (9)
and we claim equality holds if and only if µ is a tight probabilistic p-frame.
First, suppose that p is a tight probabilistic p-frame. Then it is clear that equality holds in (9).
We use the following computations from [27]:
1. ∆ypxx , y ypq “ ppp´ 1qxx , x yxx , y yp´2
2. ∆xy , y yk “ 2kp2k ` d´ 2qxy , y yk´1
3. ∆xrxx , x yl, xy , x yms “ 2lp2l`2m`d´2qxx , x yl´1xx , y ym`mpm´1qxy , y yxx , x ylxx , y ym´2
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Supposing that
ppyq “
ż
Rd
xx , y ypdµpxq “ cppµq‖y‖2,
we can apply the above operators to each side of the equation recursively to identify the constant.
In this way, we obtain
cppµq “ pp´ 1qpp ´ 3q ¨ ¨ ¨ 1pd` p´ 2qpd ` p´ 4q ¨ ¨ ¨ d r
ż
Rd
‖x‖pdµpxqs2.
Suppose, conversely, that equality holds in (9). We will use the following relations from [27] related
to homogeneous polynomials F,G of degree p “ 2k over Rd:
1. rρ2kz , F s “ F pzq
2. rF,Gs “ 1p2kq!F p∇qG, where by ∇ we mean pBx1 , . . . , Bxdq.
With these in hand, we define
ppyq “
ż
Rd
px1y1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xdydqpdµpxq “
ż
ρpypxqdµpxq,
and that ‖∇‖2 “ ∆.
Letting cp “ pp´1qpp´3q¨¨¨1pd`p´2qpd`p´4q¨¨¨d , we can then rewrite:ż
Rd
rppyq ´A‖y‖p, ppyq ´A‖y‖psdµpyq “
ż
rppyq, ppyqs `A2r‖y‖p, ‖y‖ps ´ 2Arppyq, ‖y‖psdµpyq
“
ż
Rd
„ż
Rd
xz , y ypdµpzq, ppyq

dµpyq
´ 2A
ĳ
RdˆRd
rxx , y yp, ‖y‖ps dµpxqdµpyq
`A2
ż
Rd
r‖y‖p, ‖y‖psdµpyq
“
ż
Rd
ppyqdµpyq ´ 2A
ż
Rd
‖y‖pdµpyq ` A
2
p!
ż
Rd
∆
p
2 ‖y‖pdµpyq
“
ż
Rd
ppyqdµpyq ´ 2A
ż
Rd
‖y‖pdµpyq ` A
2
cp
Since for all A P Rd, rppyq´A‖y‖p, ppyq´A‖y‖ps ě 0, we can use the discriminant of this quadratic
to show that
cp
„ż
Rd
‖y‖pdµpyq
2
ď
ż
Rd
ppyqdµpyq “ PFP pµq,
and, in particular, if we choose
A “ cp
„ż
Rd
‖y‖pdµpyq
2
,
then equality holds in (9), and we have our result.
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We hypothesize that Wasserstein gradient flows in PppRdq for this potential could be constructed
to obtain tight p-frames, which are linked to equiangular tight frames.
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5 Appendix: Gradient Flows
In what follows, we shall briefly explain how to perform gradient descent the Wasserstein space.
This is the subject of [1, 28].
Definition 17. [1, Definition 1.1.1, Theorem 1.1.2]
A curve σt : pa, bq Ñ PppRdq is p-absolutely continuous if D β P Lppa, bq such that
Wppσt, σsq ď
ż t
s
βpτqdτ for all a ă s ă t ă b.
For such σ P ACppa, b;PppRdqq, the metric derivative |σ1|ptq :“ limsÑt Wppσt,σsq|t´s| exists for L1-a.e.
t P pa, bq.
Definition 18. Let F : PppRdq Ñ p´8,8s be a functional on the p-Wasserstein space. Then
the domain of F is DpF q “ tµ P PppRdq : F pµq ă 8u. A functional is proper if its domain is
nonempty.
Definition 19. [19, Definition 4.9] If F : PppRdq Ñ R is a functional on PppRdq, then a function
ξ P L2pµq belongs to the subdifferential B´F pµq, which we will also write as BF pµq, if
F pνq ě F pµq ` sup
γPΓ0pµ,νq
ĳ
RdˆRd
xξpxq , y ´ x ydγpx, yq ` opWppµ, νqq
as ν Ñ µ. Similarly, ξ belongs to the superdifferential B`F pµq if ´ξ P Bp´F qpµq. If D ξ P
B´F pµq
Ş B`F pµq then for any γ P Γ0pµ, νqq, where Γ0pµ, νqq is the set of minimizers of the Wasser-
stein distance between µ and ν, we have:
F pνq “ F pµq `
ĳ
RdˆRd
xξpxq , y ´ x ydγpx, yq ` opWppµ, νq.
To work with subdifferentials on higher-order Wasserstein spaces, one must first define the mixed
space
PpqpRd ˆ Rdq :“
!
γ P P pRd ˆ Rdq : |γ|1,p ` |γ|2,q ă 8
)
(10)
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with
|γ|pj,p “
ĳ
RdˆRd
|xj |pdγpx1, x2q, j “ 1, 2, p ą 1. (11)
Then, for p ą 1, we have the following:
Definition 20. [1, The strong subdifferential, Definition 10.3.1] Let φ : PppRdq Ñ p´8,8s be a
proper and lower semi-continuous functional, and let µ1 P Dpφq. Let q “ p
p´1 . Then γ P PpqpRdˆRdq
belongs to the extended Fre´chet subdifferential Bφpµ1q if π1#γ “ µ1 and for any µ3 P PppRdq
φpµ3q ´ φpµ1q ě inf
νPΓ0pγ,µ3q
¡
xx2 , x3 ´ x1 ydν ` opWppµ1, µ3qq.
We say that γ P Bφpµ1q is a strong Fre´chet subdifferential if for every ν P Γpγ, µ3q, it satisfies
φpµ3q ´ φpµ1q ě
¡
xx2 , x3 ´ x1 ydν ` opCp,νpµ1, µ3qq, (12)
where Cp,νpµ1, µ3q is the pseudo-distance given by the cost
Cpp,νpµ1, µ3q “
¡
‖x1 ´ x3‖pdνpx1, x2, x3q. (13)
The following definition was given for functionals on general metric spaces, but can be made
specific to the Wasserstein space:
Definition 21. [1, Definition 1.2.4] The metric slope |Bφ|pµq of a functional φ : PppRdq : p´8,8s
at µ is given by
|Bφ|pµq “ lim sup
Wppµ,νqÑ0
pφpµq ´ φpνqq`
Wppµ, νq , (14)
where u` “ maxp0, uq.
Definition 22. [1, Regular functionals, Definition 10.3.9] A proper, lower semicontinuous func-
tional φ : PppRdq Ñ p´8,8s is regular if whenever the strong subdifferentials γn P Bφpµnq satisfy:
φpµnq Ñ ϕ P R, µn Ñ µ in PppRdq,
sup
n
|γn|2,q ă 8, γn Ñ γ in P pRd ˆ Rdq
then γ P Bφpµq, and ϕ “ φpµq.
Lemma 23. Tightness criterion ([1], Lemma 5.2.2) Let X,X1,X2, . . . ,XN be separable metric
spaces, and let ri : X Ñ Xi be continuous maps such that the product map
r :“ r1 ˆ r2 ˆ ...ˆ rN : X Ñ X1 ˆ . . . XN
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is proper. Let K Ă P pXq be such that Ki :“ ri#K is tight in P pXiq for i P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Nu. Then K is
also tight in P pXq.
Lemma 24. Uniform Integrability ([1], Lemma 5.2.4) Let µn Ă P pRdˆRdq be a sequence narrowly
converging to µ in P pRd ˆ Rdq with supnM2pµnq ă 8. If either π1#µn or π2#µn has U.I. second
moments, then
lim
nÑ8
ĳ
xx1 , x2 ydµn “
ĳ
xx1 , x2 ydµ.
Now, the subdifferential Bφpµq of a functional φ at µ in PppRdq, p ě 2 may be multivalued. First,
we must define the map jp : L
ppµ;Rd Ñ Lqpµ;Rdq, where q is the conjugate exponent of p, by:
jppvq “
$&
%|v|
p´2v, if v ‰ 0
0, otherwise
Then we can define a gradient flow in terms of a differential inclusion:
Definition 25. [1, Definition 11.1.1] Given a map µt P ACplocpp0,8q;PppRdqq with vt P TanµtPppRdq
the velocity vector field of µt, µt is a solution of the gradient flow equation
jppvtq P ´Bφpµtq t ą 0 (15)
if jppvtq belongs to the subdifferential of φ at µt for a.e. t ą 0, or, equivalently, pι,´vtq#µt P Bφpµq
for a.e. t ą 0.
One approach to solving the gradient flow equation in the Wasserstein space is to draw an analogy
with the usual setting of gradient flows on a Riemannian manifold and perform a time discretization
of the steepest descent equation. This scheme was pioneered by [21], and its convergence is equivalent
to the above formulation of the gradient flow, as laid out in [1, Chapter 11]. To describe this scheme,
we will follow [22] and [1, Chapter 11.1.3].
Definition 26. The Minimizing Movement Scheme Assume the following:
(A) Let φ : PppRdq Ñ p´8,8s be a proper, lower semicontinuous functional such that
ν ÞÑ Φpτ, µ; νq :“ 1
2τ
W pp pµ, νq ` φpνq
admits a minimum point for all τ P p0, τ˚q for µ P PppRdq and some τ˚ ą 0.
Fix a measure µ0 P PppRdq. Given any step size τ ą 0, we can partition p0,8s into
Ť8
n“1 In, with
Inτ :“ ppn ´ 1qτ, nτ s. For a given family of initial values M0τ such that
Mnτ Ñ µ0 in PppRdq, φpM0τ q Ñ φpµ0q as τ Ó 0
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we can define for each τ P p0, τ˚q a family of sequences tMnτ u8n“1 satisfying
Mnτ “ argmin
νPDpφq
Φpτ,Mn´1τ ; νq,
where the choice ofMnτ may not be unique, but such a measure will always exist. Then the piecewise
constant interpolant path in PppRdq,
M τ ptq :“Mnτ , t P ppn´ 1qτ, nτ s,
is termed the discrete solution. A curve µ will be a Generalized Minimizing Movement for Φ and µ
if there exists a sequence τk Ó 0 such that
M τkptq Ñ µt narrowly in P pRdq for every t ą 0, as k Ñ8.
For µ P Dpφq, by a compactness argument, this solution always exists and is an absolutely continuous
curve µ P ACplocpr0,8q;PppRdqq.
As observed by [1] to illustrate the goal of this method, if we can restrict the domain of the
functional φ and its gradient to the regular measures, then we can define a sequence of optimal
transport maps T nτ pushing M
n
τ to M
n´1
τ . Then the discrete velocity vector can be defined as
V nτ :“
T nτ ´ ι
τ
P BφpMnτ q,
which is an implicit Euler discretization of (15). The piecewise constant interpolant
V τ ptq :“ V nτ for t P ppn ´ 1qτ, nτ s,
converges distributionally in Rd ˆ p0,8q up to subsequences to a vector field which solves the
continuity equation. The problem which remains is proving that this vector field is also a solution
of (15).
For regular functionals, without having to restrict ourselves to the convex case or to regular mea-
sures, it can be shown that this convergence occurs; the following lemma gives sufficient conditions
for this convergence. We rely on this lemma for our main result.
Before we state the key lemma, [1, Theorem 11.3.2.], we have the following important result
about strong subdifferentials related to the metric slope of Definition 21.
Lemma 27. [1, Theorem 10.3.11] Let φ be a regular functional on PppRdq satisfying assumption
(A), and let µ be a point of strong subdifferentiability. Then there exists a unique plan γ0 P Bφpµq
which attains the minimum
|γ0|2,p “ min t|γ|2,p : γ P Bφpµqu .
Indeed, when, for instance γ0 “ pι, ξq#µ, we call ξ P Lppµq the barycenter and denote it by the
symbol B0φpµq.
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Lemma 28. [1, Theorem 11.3.2.] Let φ : PppRdq Ñ p´8,8s be a proper and lower semicontinuous
regular functional with relatively compact sublevel sets. Then for every initial datum µ0 P Dpφq,
each sequence of discrete solutions M τk of the variational scheme admits a subsequence such that
1. M τkptq narrowly converges in P pRdq to µt locally uniformly in r0,8q, with
µt P ACplocpr0,8q;PppRdqq.
2. µt is a solution of the gradient flow equation
jppvtq “ ´B0φpµtq, ‖vt‖Lppµt;Rdq “ |µ
1 |ptq, for a.e. t ą 0
with µt Ñ µ0 as t Ó 0, where vt is the tangent vector to the curve µt.
3. The energy inequality ż b
a
ż
Rd
|vtpxq|pdµtpxqdt` φpµbq ď φpµaq
holds for every b P r0,8q an a P r0, bqzN , where N is a L1-negligible subset of p0,8q.
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